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Abstract

XML and other semi-structured data can be represented by a graph model. The paths in a data graph are

used as a basic constructor of a query. Especially, by using patterns on paths, a user can formulate more

expressive queries. Patterns in a path enlarge the search space of a data graph and current research for

indexing semi-structured data focuses on reducing the search space. However, the existing indexes cannot

reduce the search space when a data graph has some references.

In this paper, we introduce a partitioning technique for all paths in a data graph and an index graph

which can effectively find appropriate path partitions for a path query with patterns.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As XML [3] has become an emerging standard for data representation and information ex-
change on the Web, managing XML data is one of the most intensely dealt research issues within
the database community. XML has no fixed structure and contains structure information in itself
(self-describing). These characteristics transform XML into an instance of semi-structured data.
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Fig. 1. An XML document and data graph.
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XML and semi-structured data are modeled by a labeled graph to represent their arbitrary
structures. Fig. 1 shows an XML document and the corresponding data graph. In this paper, we
use XML on behalf of semi-structured data, because XML is the most representative example of
semi-structured data.

Queries for XML are expressed using paths (sequences of labels) in a data graph and query
processing cost depends on the overhead of traversals of a data graph. Due to the irregularity of
XML, it is difficult to know the whole structure of an XML data. To query an XML data with the
knowledge of its partial structure, query languages use patterns on paths. Patterns are also useful
for representing arbitrary paths in a data graph (there can be infinite paths due to cycles). Regular
expressions [2,5,10] and XPath expressions [6,8] are the most widely accepted patterns for paths.
Although patterns are useful and necessary for formulating a query, they enlarge the search space
of a data graph and degrade the performance. For example, consider a path query, _�.
restaurant:owner, which finds all owners of restaurants. Here, the wild card (_) matches any labels
and the Kleene star (�) means repetition of the context label._� in the query can match every path
fragment that start from the root node in the data graph. So, the query should traverse every node
in the data graph to produce the results.

To prevent degradation of the performance due to patterns, an index for paths is indispensable
to query processing. A data graph of an XML data consists of many similar structured sub-graphs
even though an XML data has no fixed structure. In other words, there exist many identical paths
in a data graph. The existing index techniques (e.g. [13,15]) for XML data take advantage of these
identical paths. Basically these techniques merge many identical paths in a data graph into one
path. Therefore, it is expected for an index to form a graph of small size, which is called an index
graph. A query can be evaluated through index graph traversals. It is obvious that the perfor-
mance of an index is extremely dependent of the size of the index. However, we found that these
indexes can grow as large as a source data graph for some reference edges in the source data
graph, and cannot decrease the search space of a query with patterns. (Details are presented in
Section 2.)
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In this paper, we propose a technique for partitioning all paths in a data graph and an index
graph which is capable of finding appropriate partitions for a path query with patterns. Unlike
existing index graphs, we can adjust the size of the proposed index graph and keep it in a fixed size
regardless of the structure of the source data graph. If we fix the size of the index graph into the
size of the available memory for an index, there would be no I/O overhead for the index graph
traversals. The proposed indexing technique is named a partition index. The following are the key
contributions of this paper.

1. We address the problems of the existing index graphs. We show the case where the sizes of
existing index graphs can increase too large to function as indexes.

2. We propose an index graph that partitions all possible paths in a data graph. Each node
in the proposed index graph has a partition of paths in the source data graph. We propose
a technique to adjust the size of the index graph and the size of partitions. By doing so,
it is always possible to obtain a steady performance for any data with the proposed
index.

3. We exploit existing techniques [9,18] to accelerate processing a partition.
4. We implemented our index technique and conducted an extensive experimental study with both

real-world and synthetic data sets. Experimental results show that the partition index improves
the performance much better than the existing index.

The remainder of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe basic concepts such as
data models and queries and present some prior work related to our technique. In Section 3, we
present the details of the partition index. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of our index
technique. We conclude the paper and provide some discussions in Section 5.
2. Background and previous work

2.1. Data model and path query

Despite some differences, XML is considered to be an instance of semi-structured data [19] and
data models proposed for semi-structured data (e.g. [17]) can be used for representing XML data.
Basically XML data have a tree structure, but ID/IDREF constructor in XML implements ref-
erence edges and XML must be modeled by a graph for supporting reference (non-tree) edges.

In this paper, we model XML and semi-structured data as a directed, labeled graph G ¼
ðV ;E; root; Soid ;CÞ. Each node in V is either a leaf node or a non-leaf node. There is a special non-
leaf node, root, that is distinguished from other nodes. E � V � C � V indicates a set of possible
edges in a data graph where C is an infinite set of labels. Every node is assigned a unique identifier
by the skolem function, Soid (see Fig. 1).

We refer to a sequence of labels in a data graph as a path. For example, the sequence of labels,
(food-db, restaurant, manager), is a path in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we denote a path as a dot-
separated sequence of labels (e.g. food-db.restaurant.manager). In this paper, we only consider a
path starting from the root node, or the first label of a path should be the label of the root node.
We say that a node, N , satisfies a path, P , when we traverse a data graph along P and can reach
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the node N . For example, the node whose identifier is 8 satisfies food-db.restaurant.manager in
Fig. 1. Also, the node with identifier 10 satisfies the path.

A path is a basic constructor of a query for XML and semi-structured data [2,5,6,8,10], where
some subsequences of labels in a path can be expressed by patterns. We use regular expressions for
patterns of a path. A regular path is a path represented using regular expressions. A regular path,
R, includes labels in C and a wild card(_) and R is recursively constructed by concatenation(.),
alternation ðjÞ, and repetition(�), as follows:
R ::¼ Cj jR:RjðRjRÞjR�
The wild card symbol, _, matches any label in C. We say that a node, N , satisfies a regular path,
R, when a path from the root to N is an element of regular language defined by R. For example,
_�.restaurant:owner which finds all owners of restaurants is a regular path in Fig. 1. Node 10 and
node 13 satisfy the regular path.

We assume that every path expression ends up with a normal symbol in C. That is, a path that
ends with the wild card symbol or Kleene star(�) of the wild card is not a valid path. Consider a
path _�.restaurant:owner._. This path query finds all children of each owner nodes and this query
is equivalent to find all owners semantically. Therefore, the wild card that appears in the last of a
path is useless and this proves that our assumption makes sense.

To explicitly distinguish a path from a regular path, we use a simple path. In most cases, we just
use a path for both a regular path and a simple path. A path query means a regular path because a
regular path is the core of a query for XML and semi-structured data.

2.2. The existing index techniques

A structural summary (or data guide) [1] for semi-structured data plays the role of a schema for
semi-structured data. Because semi-structured data contains structural information in it, a
structural summary can be extracted from the data. Various schema extraction techniques for
semi-structured data and XML can be found in [4,12,13,16]. In [11], it is shown that the graph
schemas [4] can be used as an index for path queries.

Most techniques for indexing semi-structured data are derived from schema extraction tech-
niques. The Dataguide [13] and the 1-index [15] are most remarkable indexes. In this section, we
review the Dataguide and the 1-index, address the problem with these index techniques, and
provide some other variants of these techniques.

The Dataguide is an index graph created from a source data graph by interpreting a source data
graph as a non-deterministic automaton and converting it into a deterministic one. Generally,
converting a non-deterministic automaton into a deterministic one tends to increase the size of an
automaton, but an XML data graph has many identical paths in it and such a conversion may
decrease the size of a data graph. Basic strategy of constructing a Dataguide is as follows. Initially,
we merge data nodes with the same label among the children of the root node into a new index
node. For an index node, we merge data nodes with the same label, which are child nodes of the
data nodes in the index node. When we merge a set of data nodes, if there already exists an index
node that contains the set of data nodes, we simply use the index node and do not create a new
index node. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows an example of a Dataguide. For index node 1 in Fig. 2(b),
data nodes 1 and 2 with the label, restaurant, in Fig. 2(a) are merged into a new index node ð2; 3Þ



Fig. 2. A reference and index graph: (a) source data graph; (b) dataguide and 1-index without near-by edge;

(c) dataguide with near by edge and (d) 1-index with near-by edge.
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in Fig. 2(b). For managed-by edge in Fig. 2(a), because the set of data nodes, f2; 3g, is already
exists in the index graph, we simply use the index node.

The 1-index also takes advantage of many identical paths in a data graph. The 1-index uses
language equivalent classes in a data graph, where the language is a set of paths. For a set of
paths, S, all data nodes, each of which satisfies all paths in S, are merged into a new index node. In
Fig. 2(a), each node, n1 in the subgraph of the first restaurant edge can find a node in the subgraph
of the second restaurant which satisfies all paths from the root to n1. Therefore, the two subgraphs
are merged into one. to make 1-index shown in Fig. 2(b).

For graph structured indexes such as the Dataguide and the 1-index, the size of an index
graph is critical to performance because indexes are also another kind of semi-structured data,
that is, a query should traverse the index graph instead of the data graph. Thus, it is
important that an index graph maintain a size small. The Dataguide and the 1-index assume
that the size of the index graph is small considering that basically, they merge the same paths
into one. But these indexes can grow to be as large as the size of a source data graph for
some references.

Consider a data graph in Fig. 2(a). A reference edge like near-by spoils the structure of an index
graph. In Fig. 2(a), there is not any language equivalent node between two subgraphs of res-
taurant edges for near-by. Consequently, the 1-index depicted in Fig. 2(d) has the same structure
as the source data graph. In the case of the Dataguide, the two subgraphs are merged into one and
then, a graph with the same structure as the sub-graph of the second restaurant edge should be
connected to the index graph, like in Fig. 2(c). In general, for two subgraphs that have the same
structure, an asymmetric reference edge from a node in one subgraph to the root of the other
subgraph spoils the structure of an index graph.
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As was pointed out, some references can spoil the structure of an index graph. Therefore,
existing index graphs would be able to play a role of an index only under the condition that an
XML data has a tree structure. However, many practical data sets have references either
explicitly or implicitly, and existing techniques are unable to guarantee an efficient index for
such data sets.

There are other indexes such as AðkÞ-index[14], APEX [7], and Index Fabric [9]. Each technique
is a variant of either the 1-index or the Dataguide and potentially has the aforementioned
problems. AðkÞ-index is a variant of the 1-index. It builds an approximate index to reduce the size
of an index graph. They used an approximate index graph to retrieve a set of nodes which
contains the result, and they traverse a data graph using each node in the retrieved set in order to
obtain the final result. APEX an index for frequently used paths was proposed. Basically, it is 1-
RO [16], which is the foundation of the Dataguide. From the information of a query workload,
APEX updates its structure to be adaptive to the frequently used queries. Index Fabric is another
path index which is similar to the Dataguide and the 1-index in that it indexes all paths from the
root node into a sort of graph structures. However, in the case of the Index Fabric, the target of
indexing is a set of path strings and not a data graph. Index Fabric indexes each path using a
variant of the Patricia Trie; Index Fabric uses a multi-level index for the Partricia Trie.
3. Partition index

In Section 3.1, we will present formal definitions of the partition index, examples for a partition
index and algorithms for building a partition index. In Section 3.2, we propose a technique to
adjust the size of a partition index. Finally, we show how to exploit the existing techniques for the
purpose of accelerating partition processing, in Section 3.3.

3.1. Partition index

To reduce the search space of a query on a database, partitioning techniques are widely used in
traditional database systems. Traditional partitioning techniques use a function (e.g. hash func-
tion) to partition a set of values into several disjoint subsets. To find a value (or other attributes
associated with the value), we can just hash the value with the same hash function and look up an
appropriate subset. In XML data, the target of a query is a path and the query retrieve data nodes
associated with the path. To apply traditional partitioning techniques to XML data, we should
partition all simple paths in a data graph into disjoint subsets with a hash function. To find a
simple path (or data nodes associated with the simple path), we hash the simple path with the
same hash function and look up a subset associated with the hash value. However, for a regular
path, the hash function used for partitioning paths cannot find an appropriate subset. For
example, consider a hash function divides the number of characters in a path by 10 and returns
the remainder. For a simple path, restaurant:owner:name, the hash function will return 9 (dots are
ignored). We can find the simple path in the 9th subset. However, in case of a regular path,
restaurant._�.name, the hash function will return 6 and we cannot find the appropriate subset.
Obviously, there can be many subsets that contains paths matched with restaurant: � :name, and
the traditional hash function cannot find all appropriate subsets.
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In this section, we propose a partitioning technique for paths in a data graph and an index
graph named a partition index that make it possible to find appropriate partitions for a regular
path. First, we describe an initial partition index (IPI). Next, we present some properties of the
index to show the correctness of our index technique. Finally, we complete our partition index by
modifying IPI at the end of this section.

We begin with the formal definitions for IPI, demonstrate IPI with an example, and provide
some properties of IPI. Definitions 1 and 2 are useful definitions for describing the partition index.
Definitions 3 and 4 define IPI.

Definition 1. A label equivalent set is a set of nodes that have the same label on an incoming edge.
We denote a label equivalent set for a label, L as Leq. The outgoing set of a label equivalent set,
a Leq, is a set of labels, which are labeled on outgoing edges of each node in Leq.

For example, the label equivalent set for employee is {1,2} in Fig. 3(a), and the outgoing set is
{name, age, supervisor}. A node in a data graph can participate in more than one label equivalent
sets, because it can have more than one incoming edge that has distinct labels. For example, node
1 in Fig. 3(a) is an element of both employeeeq and supervisoreq.

Definition 2. A path partition is a set of simple paths (not regular paths). A path in a partition is
represented in a character string. Each path in a partition is associated with data nodes that satisfy
the path.

An IPI is made from a data graph, and each node of an IPI keeps a partition for paths in a data
graph. We do not distinguish a node from the partition in the node and treat as the same thing.
The formal definitions of the IPI are as follows.

Definition 3. A node of an IPI is defined with respect to each distinct label in a data graph. For a
label, L, in a data graph, let P be a partition of paths whose last label is L. A node of an IPI for L
consists of ðL; P ;OÞ, where O is the outgoing set of Leq. We call L the identifying label of the index
node.
Fig. 3. Example of an initial partition index: (a) source data graph and (b) partition index and path partitions.
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Definition 4.Nodes in an IPI are connected to each other as follows. For an index node, N , let the
identifying label of N be L. N has an incoming edge from every node in an IPI who has L in its
outgoing-set. All incoming edges of an index node are labeled by the identifying label of that
node.

Fig. 3 shows an example of an IPI. There are six distinct labels in the data graph in Fig. 3(a)
and there are six index nodes in the IPI corresponding to the distinct labels in Fig. 3(b). For
the index node P1, the identifying label of P1 is employee and the label equivalent set of
employee is f1; 2g and the outgoing set of P1 contains all outgoing edges of node 1 and 2,
which is {name, edge, supervisor}. According to Definition 4, P1 is connected with the three
index nodes: P2, P3, and P4, where identifying labels of which are name, edge, and supervisor,
respectively. Each node in the IPI is associated with a path partition, where paths in the
partition end up with the identifying label of the index node. Fig. 3(b) shows each path par-
tition associated with each index node. All nodes and edges of the IPI in Fig. 3 is created just
as Definitions 3 and 4.

The following lemma and claims describe the properties of the IPI and prove that the IPI is
a correct index for a data graph. These properties can be easily derived from the definitions of an
IPI.
Lemma 1. Each node in an IPI has a different identifying label.

Proof. Assume that two nodes, ðL; P1;O1Þ and ðL; P2;O2Þ, exists, which have the same identifying
label. And then, P1 and P2 must be the same set according to Definition 3, and O1 and O2 must be
the same set according to the Definition 2. So the assumption fails. h

By Lemma 1 and Definition 3, it is easily seen that the size of an IPI is always the same as the
number of distinct labels in a data graph.

Property 1. Different partitions in an IPI are disjoint.

Property 2. For each path, path, in a data graph, there exist a partition, partition, such that par-
tition contains path.

Claim 1. An IPI creates partitions that satisfy the properties described above.

Proof. Let the partition of two node, N1 and N2, in an IPI be P1 and P2. By Lemma 1, N1 and N2

have distinct labels, L1 and L2. By the Definition 3, the last label of all paths in P1 is L1 and the last
label of all paths in P2 is L2. This means that there cannot be any intersection between P1 and P2.
For any path, P , in a data graph, let the last label of P be L, and let a node that P points to be N .
By Definition 3, an index node exists whose identifying label is L, and P is stored in the partition
of this index node. h

Claim 2. If a path exists in a data graph, then the path also exists in the IPI graph.
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Proof. By Definition 3, paths of length 1 in a data graph continue to exist in the IPI. Assume that
paths of length k in a data graph also exist in the IPI. Consider a path, P , of length k in a data
graph. Let the last label of P be L, and there exist an index node, N , whose identifying label is L by
Definition 3. Following this assumption, there would exist a path, P , from the root node of the IPI
to the node, N . For all nodes in the data graph that satisfy path P , the outgoing set of N includes
all outgoing labels of the nodes by Definition 3. Therefore, by Definition 4, all paths of length
k þ 1 which has a prefix, P in a data graph would also exist in the IPI graph. h

Algorithm 1. Building an initial partition index
1: // Input: root, the root node of a source data graph
2: path: global stack of labels
3: targetHash: global hash table, to map a label to an index node
4:
5: buildIPI(root){
6: index_root¼ createIndexNode( );
7: index_root.label¼ root.label;
8: path.pushLabel(index_root.label);
9: append (path, {root}) to the partition of index_root

10: recursiveMake(index_root, {root});
11: }
12:
13: recursiveMake(node, extent){
14: label_set¼;;
15: foreach object o in extent do
16: label_set¼ label_set [ fl j l is an outgoing labelðedgeÞfrom og;
17: foreach distinct label l in label_set do{
18: nxt_node¼ targetHash.Lookup(l);
19: if(nxt_node¼ ¼ nil){
20: nxt_node¼ createIndexNode( );
21: nxt_node.label¼ l;
22: targetHash.Insert(l, nxt_node);
23: }
24: make nxt_node be a child of node;
25: eset1 ¼ a set of objects reached from the objects in extent along l;
26: eset2 ¼ all objects in the partition of nxt_node;
27: path.pushLabel(l);
28: append (path, eset1) to the partition of nxt_node;
29: recursiveMake(nxt_node, eset1 � eset2);
30: path.popLabel( );
31: }
32: }

Algorithm 1 is an algorithm for building an IPI. We traverse data graph in the depth first
fashion. We, first, visit the root node of a data graph and create the root node of the IPI in the
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function, buildIPI. Each node in an IPI keeps a partition. A partition has a set of paths having the
same last label. The partition of an index node is represented as a set of the pairs, (path, extent),
where the extent is (a pointer to) a set of nodes that satisfy the path. The union of all extents in a
partition is a label equivalent set for the identifying label of the partition.

Each call of the recursiveMake function creates an index node if necessary, and makes an edge
between two index nodes. The first parameter of recursiveMake is the currently visited index node
and the second is the currently visited data nodes. We group a set of nodes, which can be reached
by traversing all outgoing edges of each node in extent, by distinct labels. For each distinct label,
l, if an index node, nxt node, whose identifying label is l exists, we add an edge from node to
next node. Otherwise, we create a new index node for the label l, and then add an edge from node
to the newly created node. In line 28 of Algorithm 1, if the path, path, already exists in the
partition of nxt node, we simply append each element in eset1 into the set of nodes corresponding
to path.

An IPI is similar to 1-Representative Object (1-RO) [16], but an IPI has a partition for paths
in each node. Given an IPI index graph with a partition in each index node, we can process a
regular path query as follows. We traverse the index graph of an IPI to find appropriate a
partition for a regular path query. For each partition that satisfies the regular path, we
investigate paths in the partition and output the nodes associated with paths that satisfy the
regular path query.

We have two different issues, which are related. One is that the index graph of an IPI is not
necessary. That is, by looking up the last label of the regular path, we can find appropriate
partitions directly, and it is not necessary to traverse an IPI. For example, consider a query,
� :supervisor: � :name in Fig. 3. Because the last label of the path query is name, we can directly

find P3 and verify if each path in the partition satisfies the regular path. The other is that paths in
a data graph can be skewed. That is, some partitions may have a large amount of paths while
others have small number of paths. For example, the partition whose identifying label is name
may a large amount of paths in it because there can be many names in a database; name of
employee, name of supervisor, name of company, and so on. For the query, � :supervisor: � :
name, we should check many paths and it could be very inefficient.

To prevent degradation of performance for processing a big partition, we should divide a big
partition into two or more partitions. When a partition is divided into two partitions, we cannot
determine it only with the last label of a regular path query which one of them satisfies the regular
path query. Splitting a partition is extremely dependent of the index graph of an IPI, because an
index node represents a partition and a partition split causes a node split of the index graph. In the
case of splitting partitions, we should exploit the index graph to find appropriate partitions. In the
following, we discuss partition splitting of an IPI and provide how to split nodes in an IPI.
Actually, an initial partition index is constructed for splitting partitions, which cause the structure
of the IPI graph to be changed. A partition index is the index made from an IPI by splitting index
nodes (or partitions).

To determine if partitions in an IPI should be split, we can use the deviation of sizes of par-
titions, where the size of a partition means the number of paths in the partition. If the number of
partitions is desirable and the deviation of sizes of partitions is low, an IPI is definitely useful
because it can respond to a query, directly. However if the deviation of sizes of partitions is high,
the processing cost of some partitions would be very expensive. To guarantee the steady per-
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formance of the partition index, we can adjust the size of partitions in an IPI by splitting both the
partitions and the nodes containing the partitions to be split. We do not distinguish a split of a
partition from a split of a node because if a partition is split then a node corresponding to the
partition should be split. The following definitions are useful for describing the node split.

Definition 5. For a label, L, in a data graph, SðLÞ denotes the number of paths whose last label is L
and P ðLÞ denotes the partition whose identifying label is L. For a sequence of labels, LS , SðLSÞ
denotes the number of paths that end up with the sequence.

Definition 6. For a path of length k, l1:l2: . . . :lk, anchor(m) denotes the label, lk�m ð16m6 kÞ. In
particular, anchor(1) (the label, lk�1) is called anchor or anchor label of the path. For an anchor label,
a, in a partition, the size of a means the number of paths in the partition whose anchor label is a.

Suppose there are n distinct labels in a data graph and let them be L1; . . . ; Ln. Then the number
of partitions in the IPI is n and the size of partitions would be denoted as SðL1Þ; . . . ; SðLnÞ. Let the
mean value of SðL1Þ; . . . ; ðLnÞ be E. Then each partition (node) in the set of partitions, S ¼
fPðLmÞ jE � SðLmÞ > d; 16m6 ng, would be the target for splitting. We can adjust the threshold
value ðdÞ to determine number of nodes to be split. To minimize the deviation of the sizes of
partitions, we can perform node split procedure repeatedly. We use splitðnÞ to refer to splitting a
partition index n times.

When a node is split, the incoming edges of the node must be distributed to newly created
nodes. Fig. 4(a) shows a fraction of an IPI. Node t in Fig. 4(a) is split to be the two nodes, t1 and
t2, in Fig. 4(d). It is important to make the total number of incoming edges of t1 and t2 be the same
as the number of incoming edges of node t. Otherwise, a query could traverse more edges in an
index graph and retrieve more partitions. Fig. 4(b) shows the partition for node t in Fig. 4(a). If we
split a partition across paths with the same anchor label like restaurant in Fig. 4(b), the outgoing
edge from the node whose identifying label restaurant is distributed both of two split like the
dashed edge in Fig. 4(d). Therefore, we must split a partition not to divide any paths with the
same anchor into different partitions. There is another thing to be considered when a partition is
split. We must split a partition such that the difference of the size between two split partitions is
minimized. Obviously, this is why we split a partition. To do this, we use a set, N , of the number of
paths per each anchor, like in Fig. 4(c). It is an NP problem to divide a set of numbers, N , into two
Fig. 4. Incoming edge distribution: (a) a fraction of IP; (b) partition of node t; (c) number of paths per each anchor and

(d) incoimg edge distribution.
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sets, N1 and N2, such that N1 [ N2 ¼ N , N1 \ N2 ¼ ;, and absðjN1j � jN2jÞ is minimized, where jSj
denotes the sum of all elements in a set, S, and absðnÞ denotes the absolute value of a number, n.
We use an approximate algorithm to split a set, N , of numbers of paths per each anchor. We sort
N in descending order and then add the elements from the first element of the sorted set to the
point where the sum is nearest to the half of jN j. Then, we divide the set into two sets at the point.

When a node is split, the outgoing edges of the node are also distributed to the newly created
nodes. For two split nodes, t1 and t2, let a1 be the set of anchor labels of paths in the partition of t1
and let a2 be the set of anchor labels of paths in the partition of t2. Now, we can distribute the
outgoing edges of t to t1 and t2 as follows. For a child, c, of t, if there exist a path, p, in the
partition of c such that anchor(2) of p 2 a1, then we can add an edge from t1 to c. Likewise, if there
exist a path, p, in the partition of c such that anchor(2) of p 2 a1, then we can add an edge from t2
to c. For example, the set of anchor labels of paths in the partition of t1 is {restaurant} and the set
of anchor labels of paths in the partition of t2 is {owner, bar, manager} in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(b), the
bold and underlined labels are anchor(2) of the paths. Because the partition of c1 does not have
any path whose anchor(2) is in {owner, bar, manager}, we do not add an edge from t2 to c1 in the
figure. Likewise, we do not add an edge from t1 to c3, because the partition c3 does not have any
path whose anchor(2) is restaurant in the figure. Obviously, a partition index after the node split
still preserves the properties of an IPI.

Algorithm 2 is an algorithm for the node split. This algorithm consists of three logical blocks.
The first block is splitting the partition of an index node into two partitions. For this purpose, we
retrieve distinct anchors of paths in the partition of the index node to be split. We split the set of
anchors into two sets using the aforementioned approximate technique. From line 5 to line 11 of
Algorithm 2 shows this approximate technique. Based on the two anchor sets, the first foreach
loop divides paths in the partition of the node to be split into two partitions. The second block is
distributing the incoming edges of the node to be split. The second foreach loop implements the
incoming edge distribution. As is seen in the algorithm, an incoming edge is distributed only one
split node, and not both. The third block is distributing the outgoing edges of the node to be split.
The third foreach loop distributes the outgoing edges. Note that an outgoing edge can be dis-
tributed both of the split nodes.
Fig. 5. Outgoing edge distribution: (a) a fraction of IP; (b) partition of child nodes; (c) outgoing edge distribution.
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Algorithm 2. Split a node (a partition) of a partition index
1: splitNode(IndexNode node){
2: a set ¼ set of anchor labels of paths in node.partition;
3: sort a set in the ascending order of sizes of anchors;
4:
5: size¼ 0;
6: a1 ¼ a2 ¼ ;;
7: foreach anchor a in a set do{
8: size +¼ size of a;
9: if(size6 node:partition:size) insert a into a1;

10; else insert a into a2;
11: }
12:
13: node1 ¼ createIndexNode( );
14: node2 ¼ createIndexNode( );
15:
16: foreach path p in node.partition do{
17: anchor¼ the anchor of p;
18: ifðanchor 2 a1Þ insert p into node1.partition;
19: else insert p into node2.partition;
20: }
21:
22: foreach parent p of node do{
23: remove edge from p to node;
24: ifðp:label 2 a1Þ add an edge from p to node1;
25: else add an edge from p to node1;
26: }
27:
28: foreach child c of node do{
29: if(there exists a path in c.partition whose anchorð2Þ 2 a1Þ
30: add an edge from node1 to c
31: if(there exists a path in c.partition whose anchorð2Þ 2 a2Þ
32: add an edge from node2 to c
33: }
34: delete node from the index;
35: }
3.2. Adjust the size of a partition index

In this section, we present a technique to adjust the size of a partition index. The size of a
partition index is determined by the number of distinct labels in a data graph and the number of
split nodes in the IPI. Here, we adjust the size of a partition index by modifying the number of
distinct labels.
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Definition 7. The function, mkðlÞ maps a label, l into a number between 1 and k.

We can adjust the size of a partition index using the function, mkðlÞ as follows:

1. Make an index graph from a data graph using Algorithm 1.
2. Convert each label in the index graph using mkðlÞ.
3. Merge the nodes with the same label in the converted index graph.
4. Split nodes of the converted index graph using Algorithm 2.

Let us consider the size of a partition index. In step 3 of the procedure described above, the size
of the index graph is k or less. We can determine the number of nodes to be split by modifying the
threshold value, d, and if we determine the number of nodes to be split as k=2, then the size of the
index graph will be k þ k=2. Let the size of the available memory for an index be M . We can
always load an index graph into the memory by setting k to 2M=3, and consequently, there is no
I/O overhead to traverse the index graph.

To process a query, each label in a query must be converted using mkðlÞ and then, the index
graph must be traversed to find appropriate partitions. We can design mkðlÞ as a translation table
to minimize the deviation for the index of size k. If there are too many distinct labels to look up
the translation table, we can use a hash function for mkðlÞ.

3.3. Partition processing

To obtain the results of a query using a partition index, we must follow the following three
steps. First, translate each label in a query to traverse the index graph. Second, traverse the index
graph to find appropriate partitions. Third, process the partitions to obtain the final results of the
query. In this section, we will discuss the third topic, partition processing.

A regular path can be represented by an automaton. We say a query automaton to refer to a
regular path in a query that is represented in an automaton. For example, consider a query,
_�.(restaurant Œ bar)._�.address. The query can be represented by an automaton depicted in Fig. 6.
A simple way to process a partition is to evaluate each path in the partition using the query
automaton. For example, food-db.restaurant.location.address can be accepted in the automaton in
Fig. 6. The set of state transitions for the query are q1 ! q1 ! q2 ! q2 ! q3, where the first
q1 denotes the initial state. Therefore, the path is an answer of the regular path query. food-
db.bar.name cannot be an answer of the query, because this path cannot reach the final state, q3,
of the query automaton. However, some partitions may exist whose size is too large to process a
Fig. 6. A query automaton.
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query efficiently, even though we split nodes in a partition index and adjust the size of a partition
index. To process such partitions, we can exploit two existing techniques.

The first is the signature technique [18]. We can make a signature for each path in a partition
using the technique in [18] and filter a partition using signatures to reduce the size of the partition
to be processed by a query automaton. Of course, the signatures for paths in a partition are stored
with the partition when the partition is created. If paths in a partition are stored sequentially, then
the signature technique would not likely reduce the number of I/Os. As noted in [13], however, it is
difficult to guarantee clustering, so we believe the signature technique can reduce the cost of
processing a partition.

The second technique to be exploited is the Index Fabric [9]. We store paths in each partition
and the target of the Index Fabric is a set of paths, so we can exploit the Index Fabric for indexing
a partition whose size is too large to use a query automaton or to exploit the signature technique.

We can mix the techniques explained above in a partition index according to the size of each
partition.
4. Experimental results

In this section, we will provide the experimental results of our index technique. We begin with
the data sets and the platform used for the experiments. Next, we briefly describe the path queries.
We compared our index technique with the strong Dataguide. Our main target is the performance
on reference edges which can spoil structural summaries as described in Section 4.1. After com-
paring with the Dataguide, we investigate the performance of the partition processing, varying the
size of the index by splitting nodes. For a node split in the experiments, we use zero as d value (see
Section 4.2).

4.1. Platform and data sets

We implemented a simple object repository system for the experiments. A page of the system
has a 4Kbyte size. And the system has 50 memory buffers for pages. We stored data used in the
experiments into our system and nothing is resident in-memory except system memory buffers. We
did not use other optimization techniques such as prefetching and clustering. Here, the perfor-
mance measure is the number of I/Os to load pages into memory buffers.

We used two data sets. One is XMark [21] data sets and the other is the Internet movie database
(IMDB) [20]. XMark data set is a synthetic data set for auction data, and it has many reference
edges which spoil the structure of the strong Dataguide. Using the program provided in [21], we
could produce an auction data set of 10M size. IMDB data set consists of many small files for
movies and actors. We merged these files into one large semi-structured data, and we connected
reference edges between movie elements and actor elements using the titles of movies and the
names of actors. We removed all dangling pointers in IMDB data. IMDB has lots of cycles in it;
each actor has a cycle, which has the path, Actor._�.Movie._�.Actor. Though IMDB has many
cycles, the Dataguide for IMDB is constructed in a small size. This is because the reference edges
of IMDB are too simple and regular, that is, every actor is pointed by some movies with the label,
‘‘Actor’’, and every movies is pointed by some actors with the label, ‘‘Movie’’.



Fig. 7. Dataguide for IMDB.
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Fig. 7 shows the Dataguide for IMDB. We chose IMDB data set to show that our index
technique keeps a steady performance for data which are suitable for the existing indexes.

4.2. Path queries

We divide path queries into two groups. One group contains simple path expressions which do
not use regular expressions, and the other contains regular path expressions which use only ‘_�’.
We use ‘_�’ for regular paths, because it enlarges the search space of an index. We generate simple
path expressions by performing random walks on a data graph. By replacing a sequence of a few
labels in a simple path with ‘_�’, we can make a regular path. The length of a path is randomly
decided. The length of simple path is from 5 to 9, and the length of a regular path is from 3 to 9.

4.3. The sizes of data and indexes

Fig. 8 shows sizes of data sets, strong Dataguide, and partition indexes. We use partitions
indexes with splitð1Þ in the experiments.

Both the Dataguide and the partition index are created in small sizes for the IMDB data set.
For the XMark data set, however, the size of the Dataguide is about 70% of the data graph.

We can see that the size of the partition index is not influenced by the structure (e.g. reference
structure) of a data graph from Fig. 8. As was pointed out, the size of a partition index is
Fig. 8. Sizes of data and indexes.
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dependent only on the number of distinct tags and the number of split nodes, so that the size of
partition index can be small even though the data is unstructured. The worst case for the size of a
partition index is when each partition has only one path, that is, each data node has a unique tag.
We can handle the worst case by using a well designed function to merge partitions, as described
in Section 4.3.

The size of a partition will affect the performance of the partition index. We reduced the
deviation of sizes by splitting nodes. Fig. 9 shows the results of the node splits. We split nodes of
the partition index for the XMark data set. The maximum size of partitions decrease about 60%
and the number of partitions increase about 23% after splitting nodes three times. The size of
partitions decrease significantly and the number of nodes is still small enough to be suitable for an
index graph after splitting nodes as shown in Fig. 9. We provide the influence of splitting par-
titions on the performance in the next subsection.

4.4. Query evaluation results

We present a comparison of our results on query evaluation costs for the partition index, the
Dataguide and the data graph. We use the partition index with splitð1Þ in the experiments.

Fig. 10 shows the results of query evaluation costs which are normalized to the cost of the
Dataguide. The evaluation cost in each group is averaged over 50 queries (which is randomly
selected) and measured by the number of I/Os. The first two groups show the costs for the XMark
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data set and the second two groups for the IMDB data set. The first and the third groups show the
costs for the regular path queries and the second and the fourth groups for the simple path
queries.

For the simple path queries of the XMark data set, whenever processing each label in a path, a
large amount of search space is reduced because of the deterministic feature of the Dataguide. So
the evaluation cost of the Dataguide is much better than that of the data graph, even though the
size of the Dataguide is almost as large as the size of data graph. Thus, it would be desirable to use
the Dataguide as an index for simple path queries.

For the regular path queries of the XMark data set, the partition index performs much better
than the Dataguide and the data graph. As described earlier, the partition index can keep a steady
performance because the size of the partition index is independent of the structure of a data graph.
The evaluation cost for the Dataguide is as expensive as that of the data graph. Regular path
enlarge the search space of a graph and the size of the graph is crucial to the evaluation cost.
In particular, the initial ‘_�’ in a query cause the query to traverse every node of the graph.

For the regular path queries of the IMDB data set, the size of the Dataguide is very small
compared with that of the data graph. It is a matter of course that the Dataguide has good
performance on the IMDB data, and the same is true for the simple path queries of the IMDB
data set. Actually, the IMDB data set is as regular as data on a relational table and this is why the
Dataguide can be a good index for the IMDB data set. Nevertheless, We can see that the eval-
uation cost of the partition index is still better than that of the Dataguide from the figure.

The size of a partition is another fact that can increase the cost of query evaluation. By splitting
the partitions, we can reduce the size of skewed partitions. Fig. 11 shows the cost of the partition
processing. The processing cost is averaged over 50 queries which consist of regular paths mixed
with simple paths. As shown in the figure, splitð2Þ improve the processing cost 50% compared
with splitð0Þ.
5. Conclusions and discussions

The partition index partitions all possible paths in a data graph and finds partitions for a query
efficiently. By using a partition index we can always find the results of a query without traversing a
data graph. The partition index guarantees the steady performance by adjusting the size of an
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index graph and partitions. Partitions in a partition index are useful for the second level opti-
mization of the index. We have introduced two partition processing techniques that exploit
existing techniques. A partition in a partition index is not a semi-structured data but a set of
values, and this feature of a partition gives great opportunities to use traditional data processing
techniques.

Applications of XML include data representation on the Web, data exchange on business to
business applications, and data integration for heterogeneous data sources. As a large amount of
data are being populated in XML format, it is important to obtain necessary information from
XML data. We proposed the partition index technique for efficient retrieving of necessary fraction
of data from large XML data. Our technique can be used for an index of query processor in XML
database management systems. A query optimizer can determine if a partition index should be
used for a query.

Although we propose an efficient index technique, our technique has some limitations. We
assume that a path start from the root node. Sometimes, a path does not start from the root node
and our index cannot be applied to such a path query directly. We provided a simple technique to
split a node whose partition is large enough to be split. We also provided a technique to merge
nodes by using the function, mkðlÞ. However, there can be occasions where some partitions still
have large sizes. We believe that we can make optimized partitions using node splits with
anchorðkÞ instead of anchorð1Þ. We plan to extend our index technique to deal with a path query
which may contain paths starting from arbitrary nodes. We also plan to improve our node split
algorithm for building optimized partitions.
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